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vanced in age, (M9 b, 1,) and (Mqb) in a de-
cining state (?, Mlb) by reaon of age: like t;c.
(S.) [See also an explanation of '~ more agree-
able.with the first and second of the significations

mentioned in this paragraph.] -And J0l1 L;.
The night became intensely dark: (V:) but Lb
is more known [in this sense]. (TA.)

t`. q. t [Waz, or wacandie]. (].)

C1 Dates while gr and small: (?:) said in
the Xl, in art. U., and [before] by Hr as is
stated in the handwriting of Aboo-Zekereeyk, to
be correctly with t; but mentioned by 8b in the

"Book of Palm-trees," and by Al0[n in the
"Book of Plants," as being with t and t. (TA.)

- [Also, as stated by Freytag on the authority
of Dmr, The femal locut.]

y.. Age; old age. (TA. [See 1.])

,-', [part. n. of 1;] Thick, coarsa, or rou/h.
(TA.) - And The fnuit-stalk of the raceme of a
palm-tree: (A'Obeyd, ?, and TA in art. L, :)
of the dial. of Belljrith Ibn-Kaab. (TA.)_
And (TA) Palm-tree (o J). (m, TA, both in
art. U..)

L.;l [a pl. of which the sing. is not men-
tioned;] Hard [hollows, or eavities, in stone, or
in rw.jed ground, that retain the water of the

rain, such at are termed] Cj!hl. (TA.)

U-.

1. .; is [mid by some to be] one of the verbs
of appropinquation, implying eager desire, or
hope, and fear, and not perfectly inflected, for it
is applied in the form of the preterite to that
which ocurs in the present: one says .iu --

lrd OI [meaning, aconrd. to what has been said

above, Zeyd it near to going forth, though gene-
rally otherwise expl., as will be shown in what

follows], and r' A i j [Such a an

is near to going forth]; ,i being the agent of

e, YLand U4 [s, being its objective comple-

ment and meaning C JI: and one says also,

,,W J;a ,t 5, a [as meaning, accord. to what
here precedes, I am near to doing that], and
', with kesr, agreeably witlh readings [in the

kCur xlvii. 24], a J -, and ,; , with kesr

and fet-h; and one says to a woman, X1 cc.

l3I 1la;i; and [to women,] ep.; but one
does not use the form , thereof, nor the form
S&l; (S;) both of which [however] are men-
tioned [as used] by the author of the "Inl$f:"
(I'Ah p. 88:) [or, accord. to Fei,] ;S is a pre-
terite verb, [used in the sense of the present,]
aplastic, not perfectly inflected, of the verbs of
appropinquation, implying hope, and eager desire,
and sometimes opinion, and cettainty; and it is
incomplete [i. e. non-attributive], and complete
(i. e. attributive]: the incomplete has for its pre-
dicate an aor. mangoob by means of 5., as in the

saying, *.. XI ,J rj U - , meaning j,j 3ti

Oiil [Zeyd is near to standing], the predicate
being an objective complement or having the
meaning of an objective complement: or, as some

say, the meaning is . X.JI 5 L.>j J.i, i.e. [vir-
tually, but not literally,] I eagerly desire, or I
tope, that Z.yd may be perfomrning the act of

standing: [but see Jc and JWi in art. Ja, as
well as what follows in this paragraph after the
explanation of the next ex. :] the complete is such

as occurs in the saying, jst 01 c [mean-
ing, accord. to what is said above, Zcyd's stand-
ing is near to being a fact]; the agent being
literally a phrase composed of a subject and an

attribute because el is here what is termed

~i;JJ_- [so that fj.J j I is equivalent to .teS

*}i]: (Msb:) -[in the MA and P'S and T.K

&c., L is expl.'as meaning It may be thlat;
and this, or simply may-be, or may-hlasp, or lpr-
haps, I regard as the preferable renidering; as
being virtually the meaning in all cases: for

. Xs1 I. j .. , in which it is used as an in-
complete verb, however it may be rendered, vir-
tually means It may be thlat Zeyd is, or illU be,

standing; or may-be Zeyd &c.: and i1 Ls
,j.~.~, in which it is used as a complete verlb,
virtually means the same, though more prolperly
rendered 4eyd's standing may be a jict: its
usages are various, and have occasioned niuclh
dispute respecting its grammatical character and
its meaning or meanings; as will be shown by
what here follows:] _ it is [said to be] a verb
unrestrictedly, or a particle unrestrictcdly: (K :)
[but this statement seems to have originated from
a mistranscription: IHsh says,] it is a verb un-
restrictedly: not a particle unrestrictedly, con-
trary to the opinion of Ibn-lESarrij and Th;
nor when it has an affixed pronoun, as illn ,,
contrary to an opinion of Sb, ascribed to him by
Seer: (Mughnee :) it denotes hope in the case of
that which is liked, and fear in the case of that
which is disliked; as in the saying in the 1ur

;.} s IY.? e X 1 [ But it may be that ye
dislike a thing wlen it is godfor you, and it may
be tilat ye like a thing wmen it is eoil for you]
(Mughnee, :*) - it is used in various ways;

one of which is the saying, .A 5j .s. s_:
[mentioned above], respecting the analysis of
which there are different opinions: that of the

generality is, that it is like, ` ' " l [ina-
much as - is here an incomplete verb]; but
this is deemed dubious, because the predicate

[.iaj Ol] is rendered by an inf. n., and the sub-

ject [.jj] is a substance; to which several replies
have been made; one being that a prefixed noun
is meant to be understood, either before the sub-

ject, so that the meaning is,.ill rjl U
[It maay be that the case of Zeyd is, or wil be,
tie perforning of tl s act of standing], or before
the predicate, so that the meaning is ,g -.

,*iftl M.~. [It may be that Zeyd is, or will be,
tle performer of tle act of standing]; and another

reply is, that it is of the class of J. ~ and

[BooK

;.z [meaning 3j, and , for .. 5; is
equivalent to an inf. n., and an inf. n. may be
used in the sense of an act. part. n.]; and another

is, that X1 is here redundant, which reply is [said
to be] nought, because XIt has rendered the aor.
masqoob, and because it seldom falls out [from
the phrase, though it should be remarked that

JW, which is said in the Mughnee to be like

in meaning, is generally followed by a

simple aor. and sometimes by ,I and an aor.]:
another opinion respecting the analysis of the
phrase is, that 5C is a trans. verb, like ,;ij in
meaning and in government, [agreeably with the
explanations mentioned above from the S and
Msb,] or intrans. like ' 4,) with the preposi-
tion suppressed; and this is the opinion of Sb and
Mbr: the opinion of the generality is, that it is
an incomplete verb [like etLb in the phrase Ot1

. ..j, mentioned above], and that Ojl and
the verb following it compose a substitute of impli-
cation supplying what is wanting in the two pre-
ceding portions of the sentence:_ the second

way of using it is, the makiiig it to have and
the verb following this for its object, [as in

.b,j ,;: # a' mentioned above], so that it
is a complete verb: - the third and fourth and
fifth are wliheii it is followed biy a simple nor.,
[being in this case likened to ;Lb, (S, K,* TA,)]
or an nor. witlh . prefixed, or a sinIgle noifn; as

in. a~ ,. . [It may be that Zyd lstands, or

will sta,u] and j, .j . 'V [It i,igy be th at

eYd will stant a ,nd v ai j [ [It mtay be
that Zcyd is xtandi;ug]; the first whereof is one
of which tlhere are few cxs., such as the saying,

-*..5a .1 J , -*-

C-:- 4. 1 -

0

0

0

[It may be that the state of anxiety in which thou

hast become (or, as some relate it, -;..l i. e. I
have become,) is such that after it wil be a near
removal tlserof]; and the third is one of whichl
there are fewer exs., [and which is said in the 0
to be not allowable,] such as the saying,

0

0

[or, as some relate it, J.,-;c, which is more com-
mon, i. e. Thou hast been profuae in censunrig,
peristing constantly: be not thou proJfis: eriyh
it may be that I am, or shall be, abstaining] ;

and as to the prov., "L;4 o l L [expl. in

art. ,,t, and of which it is said in the V that the
verb therein is used in the manner of 1, and
in the ~ that the phrase is extr., that Lt,l is
thero put in the place of the predicate, and that
there sometimes occurs in provs. what does hot
occur elsewhere], the right opinion is that X:A

is suppressed before L4.l; and [in the latter of

the two verses cited above] X .1. is suppressed
before tL.P; because thus the primary usage is
preserved, and because what is hoped is the per-
son's being an abstainer, not the abstainer him-
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